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 Introduction
 BY HENRY ABELOVE, RICHARD OHMANN, AND CLAIRE B. POTTER

 Ten years have passed since Radi
 cal Teacher last devoted a whole
 issue to "gay and lesbian studies."*

 Needless to say, the term "queer" did not
 appear, even with a question mark, on
 the cover of the magazine. Controversies
 around the use of that term are treated in

 the Forum, and we will not rehearse them
 here. What else is different this time?
 Where have we been, and where are we
 going?

 Three topics dominated the 1984 issue
 (#24): coming out; teaching about lesbian
 and gay experience and literature; iden
 tifying and combatting homophobia and
 heterosexism. This time, coming out is a
 background concern, directly addressed
 chiefly in Ian Barnard's guidelines. That's
 partly because the editors did not en
 courage coming out stories, but mainly
 because our contributors did not often
 choose to take up the subject. Whether
 and when to be out is still, of course, a de
 cision loaded with consequences for les
 bian and gay teachers. Many remain in
 the closet; or, out in private life, remain
 silent at work; or, out to colleagues, re
 main silent in the classroom. But appar
 ently the politics of such decisions are
 less on the agenda for public discussion
 now than ten years ago, at least in venues
 like Radical Teacher. Is it because we
 have moved on to less basic questions?
 Or is it because more are out?

 As for the other two topics: roughly
 half our articles this time concern teach

 ing about queer/lesbian/gay texts, about
 lesbian and gay experience, or about ho

 mophobia. But, again, the authors take
 these projects for granted. Lesbian/gay/
 queer studies are, after all, now actually
 present in the curricula of some colleges
 and universities. Perhaps as many as half
 a dozen junior teaching positions have
 been advertised and filled in lesbian/gay/

 * This time, no contributors responded
 to our call for writing about bisexuality. We
 are unsure how or if bisexual studies might
 be constituted.

 (gay)
 queer studies in the United States, and
 several university presses, including
 Columbia, Duke, Minnesota, New York,
 Stanford, and Temple, have developed
 strong lists in this field. Moreover a Cen
 ter for Gay and Lesbian studies has been
 founded at the Graduate School of the
 City University of New York and this
 center (CLAGS, as it is usually called) has
 a few fellowships to give both to gradu
 ate students and to more senior scholars.

 Conferences on lesbian/gay/queer stud
 ies are held frequently and in many dif
 ferent venues. Some journals are pub
 lished in the field, more than there were
 ten years ago.

 But these advances, though notable,
 can easily seem more substantial than
 they are. Only a small fraction of U.S.
 colleges and universities offer courses
 in the field. Those few jobs that have been
 created in the field (and they are few
 indeed) are all, so far as we know, in
 English, American studies, or women's
 studies departments. To the best of our
 knowledge, no department of history or
 any other social science has advertised
 and filled a tenure-track position in les
 bian/gay/queer studies at any U.S. col
 lege or university. There is no PhD pro
 gram in the field. None of the journals
 that name themselves as specializing in
 the field is sponsored by a major univer
 sity press. Aside from the few fellow
 ships CLAGS provides, there is virtually
 no funding earmarked for research in
 this field; and there is a widespread and
 well-grounded conviction among teach
 ers and researchers that many main
 stream funding sources are biased
 against proposals in lesbian/gay/queer

 studies. In grade schools and high
 schools in the United States, lesbian/gay/
 queer studies have as yet made very,
 very little impact. At the colleges and
 universities that do offer courses, there
 is sometimes, perhaps even usually, a felt
 absence of support for these courses
 from administration and faculty col
 leagues. Sometimes there is also overt
 coll?gial scorn. There are now a few
 scholars who are well-known for their
 writings in lesbian/gay/queer studies,
 who occupy chairs at major graduate
 schools, and who are relatively highly
 paid. But none of them (and there are
 perhaps only three or four all together)
 occupies a position that was designated
 for lesbian/gay/queer studies. All were
 hired primarily to profess something
 else. Ten years ago, the field of lesbian/
 gay/queer studies was populated by
 brave volunteers. Today the field is still
 populated chiefly by volunteers. The prin
 cipal difference is that there are now
 more of us and that we are backed by a
 bigger and stronger community of out
 readers, students, and supporters in the

 ?QUEER]

 world around. Still, the question is no
 longer how to begin; it is how to build.
 We don't want to generalize too much

 from differences between this issue and
 the 1984 one, but here are some observa
 tions on what's being built. Most of the
 articles then were acts of witnessing or
 of unveiling what had been hidden. They
 privileged experience and, mostly, stood
 in close relation to a politics of identity.

 Most articles in the present issue assume
 a project of education already underway
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 and propose specific ways of advancing
 it: through computer-aided dialogue, for
 instance, or by teaching sexually explicit

 material, by teaching students to make
 videos, by teaching theories of sexuality,
 and so on. Experience lies behind most of
 the articles, but it's not the central thing,
 nor is it usually assumed to be transpar
 ent. Identity is interrogated and compli
 cated, not usually taken as foundational.

 A second point: most of these articles
 take up issues widely discussed outside
 of lesbian and gay studies: pornography
 and censorship, sex codes, safe-sex edu
 cation, the Rainbow Curriculum, "co
 curricular" education, ways to work with
 tension and hostility in a progressive
 classroom, and integrating sexuality into
 ethnic studies. This suggests that lesbian
 and gay studies, even in a moment of
 strong professional identity, is joining in,
 and changing, many conversations.

 Third, there's more here about orga
 nizing: fighting benighted school boards
 in Chicago on the terrain of sex educa
 tion; campaigning to link queer-positive
 education to anti-racist education in New

 York; building an M.S. program at Sus
 sex; working with student organizations
 at Rutgers; entering into conflicts around
 sex bans. Does this change just reflect
 interests of the present editors, or is it
 indicative of something going on "out
 there"?

 And, finally, we note the presence of
 theory, the central topic of only one arti
 cle (Phillips's), but present in the lan
 guage of several; and some theoretical
 concerns are heatedly debated in the
 Forum. Theory is far more deeply em
 bedded in lesbian and gay studies now
 than ten years ago, as it is also in femi
 nism. Is this new emphasis making les
 bian and gay studies more institutional
 ized and harmless, or more critical,
 thoughtful, and truly radical?
 And how are the initiatives repre

 sented here challenging established ped
 agogical practices and structures? Some
 articles express a politics of inclusion.
 Gays, lesbians, and bisexuals are as
 likely to demand recognition and privi
 lege from institutions as they are to en
 vision fundamental change within them;
 they have joined in a human rights dis
 course and a language of tolerance that
 has produced much-needed reforms
 within education. Incorporation of gay/
 lesbian/bisexual studies as a part of

 major multicultural initiatives like New

 York City's Rainbow Curriculum and the
 Berkeley Ethnic Studies program is one
 welcome result of inclusion; so are the
 domestic partner benefits programs that
 are gradually increasing in number.
 Of course there are some sexual

 commitments such as S-M and cross
 generational sex that, when represented
 in the classroom, are likely to provoke
 intense institutional homophobia. We re
 gret that this issue of RT doesn't much
 take up such commitments. In our opin
 ion they are part of the radical challenge
 of queerness.

 But gay/lesbian/queer studies, as rep
 resented here, is shaking things up in
 colleges: for instance, the multicultural
 project and its pedagogy. The lens of sex
 uality, as Nancy Green and Herbert Or
 dover point out, highlights what should
 be common sense: that race and ethnicity
 cannot be taught in isolation from sexual
 ity. Hans Tlirley shows how classroom dis
 cussion can be carried on through a com

 puter to equalize the terms on which
 straight and queer students learn and to
 test the limits of what they have learned.
 Cheryl Clarke shows how administrators
 can launch programs that disclose the
 links of race and gender to sexuality.
 These and other authors offer models that
 are useful to teachers whose main aim is
 not to teach about sexuality; their work
 resists homophobia and heterosexism
 and connects them to other oppressions.

 These are important changes to ac
 knowledge. And what seems like a mere
 reform in one place can be a radical dis
 ruption in another. In our own university,
 an invitation issued to a major league um
 pire who had come out as gay was viewed
 as radical by the athletic department,
 which refused to associate itself with the

 event; simultaneously, another depart
 ment was sponsoring one seminar in
 queer theory and another called "Men in
 Skirts," without any overt controversy.
 The degree of openness about sexuality
 an individual might feel safe in express

 ing varies even within single institutions,
 and even more across the whole educa
 tional landscape. Much work remains to
 be done on institutional power struc
 tures, degrees of academic freedom, and
 the possibility of inclusion for lesbian/
 gay/bisexual/queer people and perspec
 tives. Coaches, university teachers, day
 care workers, PTA members, high school
 principals, students, and parents are all
 positioned differently.

 Political situations, goals, and strate
 gies differ. So do the political lineages
 and affiliations of these articles and their

 projects. Some seem to be closely con
 nected to long-standing left institutions.
 For instance, the New York City commu
 nity organizers opposing the local Right
 are tied to the trade-union movement.
 Surely the graduate students who have
 implemented the first lesbian/gay stud
 ies course in the Ethnic Studies Depart

 ment at Berkeley work in relation to the
 civil rights movement and the second
 wave feminist movement and their tra
 ditions. Some of these projects, insofar
 as they are conceived as attacks on ho
 mophobia or heterosexism, seem to be in
 the mainstream of lesbian/gay liberation,
 as it has developed in the United States
 since the late 1960s, and as it has been
 represented by organizations such as the
 National Lesbian and Gay Task Force.
 Some of these projects have several or
 all of these affiliations. However, insofar
 as some of these projects are aimed at
 de-stabilizing, if never at abolishing, les
 bian, gay, and bisexual identities, they
 seem perhaps to be relatively new, and
 less obviously affiliated to long-standing
 left institutions.

 Are these different strategies, goals,
 affiliations, and disaffiliations reflective
 of a single, shared politics? And if so, is
 that politics radical? Or are there many
 politics of many kinds expressed here?
 Whether one or many, does or do the pol
 itics of these articles mesh well with
 other important political initiatives of
 our day, such as those, for instance, stem
 ming primarily from post-colonial strug
 gles? Does or do the politics of these
 articles seem to be wholly detached
 from such other initiatives? to serve
 rather as a critique of such other initia
 tives? None of these questions is fore
 closed or answered here. Yet all of them

 are pressing, and we hope that this issue
 of Radical Teacher may help to raise
 them effectively.
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